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This aim of this article is to explore the potential use of Wikipedia page view data for
predicting electoral results. Responding to previous critiques of work using socially
generated data to predict elections, which have argued that these predictions take
place without any understanding of the mechanism which enables them, we ﬁrst
develop a theoretical model which highlights why people might seek information
online at election time, and how this activity might relate to overall electoral
outcomes, focussing especially on information seeking incentives related to swing
voters and new parties. We test this model on a novel dataset drawn from a variety of
countries in the 2009 and 2014 European Parliament elections. We show that while
Wikipedia oﬀers little insight into absolute vote outcomes, it does oﬀer good
information about changes in overall turnout at elections and about changes in vote
share for particular parties. These results are used to enhance existing theories about
the drivers of aggregate patterns in online information seeking, by suggesting that
voters are cognitive misers who seek information only when considering changing
their vote.
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1 Introduction
As digital technologies becomemore andmore integrated into the fabric of social life their
ability to generate large amounts of information about the opinions and activities of the
population increases. The potential applications of what could be described as ‘socially
generated data’ (which range from mobile phone GPS records to content produced on
Twitter and searches made on Google) are widespread in terms of new understanding of
human behaviour [, ]. A particular focus of research has been on the possibility of us-
ing these data for predicting a wide range of social phenomena [] such as stock market
ﬂuctuations [, ], outcomes in public health [, ], movie box oﬃce revenues [], unem-
ployment [], and election results [–]. The opportunities in this area are enormous:
predictions based on socially generated data are much cheaper than conventional opinion
polling, oﬀer the potential to avoid classic biases inherent in asking people to report their
opinions and behaviour, can deliver results much quicker and be updated more rapidly,
and can oﬀer purchase on phenomena (such as stock market movements) for which there
are no well-established forecasting models.
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However, whilst a variety of positive results have been published, some strong criti-
cisms of socially generated predictions have also been raised, particularly in the ﬁeld of
electoral prediction (which, perhaps because of the widespread availability of validation
data or because of its importance for conventional opinion polling has been the most fre-
quent application of this type of prediction). Several authors have argued that work which
has shown correlations between socially generated data and electoral outcomes has been
done ‘without an analysis of what principle enables them’ []. For example, given what
is known about how Twitter’s user base diﬀers in demographic characteristics from the
general population [, ], and also the fact that people using Twitter do not necessarily
have an incentive to tweet about their voting intention, there is little theoretical reason to
expect that the overall volume of tweets about diﬀerent politicians will be proportionate
to their overall volume of votes. This has led several authors to argue that the positive
correlations which have been observed so far between Twitter and electoral outcomes (or
indeed any socially generated data) might simply have been achieved by chance [], with
Metaxas et al. arguing that ‘predicting elections with accuracy should not be without some
clear understanding of why it works’ [].
Our approach in this article is inspired by the challenge laid down by some of these cri-
tiques. The aim is to develop a theoretically informed prediction of election results from
socially generated data, which is based not just on observation of correlation between
raw numbers and eventual outcomes but also an understanding of the social processes
through which the numbers are generated. We also aim to apply the models developed to
a variety of diﬀerent countries in two separate elections, thus oﬀering a more general test
of their usefulness than work which has focussed on just one country. Through this pro-
cess we hope to both explore the predictive power of socially generated data and enhance
theory about the relationship between socially generated data and real world outcomes.
Our particular focus is on the readership statistics of politically relevant Wikipedia arti-
cles (such as those of individual political parties) in the time period just before an election.
Wikipedia is one of the most popular sources of information online, with recent survey
evidence ﬁnding that large proportions of the adult population make use of it in a variety
of diﬀerent country contexts [, ]. This makes it a good candidate for potential use for
predictive purposes.
We will begin by outlining a theory of the relationship between Wikipedia page view
statistics and overall electoral outcomes.Webase this theory on a rational choice approach
to explaining voting behaviour [], which conceptualises voters as similar to consumers
in a market, seeking to vote for the political party who oﬀers them the greatest ‘pay-oﬀ’
in terms of policies.a Online information seeking, from this rational choice perspective,
can be explained as the result of voters looking for more information about the election:
perhaps about practical matters such as how to vote, or perhaps about substantive matters
such as which political party might suit them best. Such information seeking is rational in
that it increases the chance that a voter can pick a party which represents them well and
thus improve their pay-oﬀ from the election. Hence we assume that page views to political
pages in the period before an election are generated by voters seeking information about
the election. Of course, Wikipedia page view traﬃc will also include journalists writing
stories about the parties, ‘opinion leaders’ looking for information to pass on to their social
connections [], and those working for the parties themselves checking to see pages are
up to date, however we assume the number of these people is small in relative terms, and
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furthermore relatively evenly distributed across all parties, hence we do not include them
in the theory.
If this theory is correct, increases inWikipedia page views ought to have predictive value.
In particular, increases in Wikipedia views to politically relevant pages ought to indicate
increases in turnout at election time, both in terms of overall turnout of voters at the
election and in terms of turnout to vote for speciﬁc parties, as they should indicate that
more voters are considering voting in the election for a given party (this idea is supported
by research that has demonstrated that those looking for political information online are
also more likely to participate in general []). Of course, we do not know if the person
looking for information onWikipedia will actually turn out and vote.We also do not know
if they have been convinced by theWikipedia page of a political party to vote for that party.
But at the aggregate level an increase in people considering a vote ought to correlate with
an increase in actual votes. This logic is analogous to the logic behind the use ofWikipedia
page views to forecast consumer behaviour in other areas such as stockmarketmovements
[] and movie box oﬃce revenues []: while the authors of these papers do not claim, for
example, that every person reading theWikipedia page about a ﬁlm automatically goes to
see it, larger volumes of readership ought to indicate increased interest in that ﬁlm which
should translate into higher box oﬃce receipts.
However, we also expect that a number of factorswillmoderate the relationship between
online information seeking and electoral outcomes, meaning that Wikipedia page views
may not be much use as a direct predictor unless certain corrections are included. Ratio-
nal voters are ‘cognitive misers’ [] who will not seek new information unless they think
it necessary, thus minimizing the costs of voting. This has a number of potential conse-
quences. People are more likely to seek information on new political parties as they are
less likely to have a pre-established opinion on whether this party oﬀers them a good pay-
oﬀ (an idea supported by research which has indicated that online searches on Google
are more likely for unfamiliar political topics []). They are also likely to consider the
perceived ‘viability’ of a party (i.e., whether it is likely to be able to contend as a serious
electoral force): people are less likely to seek information on parties which do not appear
to have a chance of seriously contending [] (this may also serve to create a kind of ‘spi-
ral of silence’ around minor parties who, because they are perceived to be less viable, are
systematically ignored when people seek information []).
In addition to being more likely to seek information on new parties, people are also
more likely to seek information if they are considering changing their vote (if they are
sticking with a party they have chosen previously, the need for new information is lower).
This might emerge from dissatisfaction with the party for whom they voted at the previ-
ous election (for example, studies have shown that dissatisfaction with government can
promote higher online information seeking []). Hence Wikipedia page views may be
driven more by ‘swing voters’ who are switching to a new party, and who wish to inform
themselves about their choices, rather than voters who are voting for the same one again.
Recent studies have shown support for the idea that swing voting is associated with in-
formation seeking by showing that these voters typically have at least some amount of
political knowledge [], and that very well informed ‘apartisans’ (who are always consid-
ering changing their vote) now constitute an important part of the electorate [].
In addition to the relationship between Wikipedia page views and electoral outcomes,
any theory of online information seeking and politics also needs to take into account the
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potential inﬂuence of the news media, which has traditionally been the venue where peo-
ple seek politically relevant information []. Information patterns within the newsmedia
may themselves correlate with electoral outcomes to a signiﬁcant extent, as media outlets
will often seek to make their coverage more or less proportional to the importance of
diﬀerent political parties. However, coverage of older parties is perhaps likely to be more
widespread, especially if they are incumbent in the current government. Newsmedia cov-
erage may also have an impact on Wikipedia page views, in both a positive and negative
sense: being mentioned in the news media might stimulate people to ﬁnd out more about
a candidate online; but it might also fulﬁl people’s information needs, and hence make
them less likely to seek information from alternative sources.
This theory of how online information seeking relates to eventual outcomes suggests
that a model which uses Wikipedia page views to predict electoral outcomes should take
into account several factors. First, we would expect new parties, already established par-
ties and incumbent parties to experience diﬀerent page view dynamics, with newer parties
receiving a disproportionately large amount of page views compared to their ﬁnal num-
ber of votes (a result already observed in socially generated predictions based on Twitter
data []), whilst more established parties experience the reverse eﬀect. Second, parties
attracting lots of swing voters may also do disproportionately well in page view statistics,
whilst parties which are losing votes may again do disproportionately badly. Finally, cov-
erage of the political party in the mainstream news media may well correlate with voting
behaviour itself, as well as serving to ‘replace’ any eﬀect of Wikipedia page views (hence
parties which are well covered by the newsmedia aremay be badly covered byWikipedia).
2 Data
Our aim in this paper is to test the extent to which models can be developed using
Wikipedia data to predict electoral outcomes (both in terms of turnout and especially
in terms of results for individual parties), and also the extent to which these models can
be improved using these simple theoretically informed corrections. In order to do this,
we built a dataset centred on the twomost recent European Parliament elections (in 
and ). The European Parliament elections were chosen because they would allow us
to build a relatively large sample of political parties, all competing at the same time under
broadly the same electoral system. However, it should be noted that this focus is some-
what of a limitation as European elections are typically perceived as secondary elections
in most EU member states, subordinate to the national electoral contest.
We collected two types of data on these elections. First, page view statistics for the gen-
eral Wikipedia page on the election were harvested in  diﬀerent language editions of
Wikipedia, each one representing one of the countries which went to the polls on election
day.b These  language editions were chosen based on the following criteria: (a) they are
the primary spoken language of one country, (b) the country that the language is spoken
in has been an EU member in the last two rounds of elections, and (c) the corresponding
Wikipedia pages existed prior to the election date in that language edition. They were also
chosen because they have relatively strong user bases inWikipedia, which provides a good
basis for comparison.
Second, we created a dataset of political parties which competed in either or both of the
 and  elections in the ﬁve largest Western European countries: the UK, France,
Germany, Spain and Italy. Parties which competed in both are represented twice, with one
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observation for each election. The full list of parties is available in Additional ﬁle . We
chose to focus only on those parties which securedmore than % of the vote in either year
(even if a party scored % in  and % in , it is still included for both elections).
European Parliament elections (like any election) typically feature a small number of par-
ties which absorb the vast majority of votes, and a long tail of more minor parties which
achieve little or no electoral success []. Having such a threshold is therefore a necessary
simpliﬁcation, as it removes a long tail of very minor parties who otherwise would have
constituted themajority of the observations. In total the dataset contains  observations.
For each party, we recorded several variables of interest. First, we recorded the amount
of views the page of the political party in question in the corresponding Wikipedia lan-
guage edition received in the week before the election. There was some ambiguity about
which Wikipedia page to use in some cases, especially where more than one party pre-
sented itself in the form of a coalition, and hence more than one page could be valid. In
these cases, we always used the Wikipedia page which had the highest number of views.
A full list of the Wikipedia pages used is available in Additional ﬁle . Results of the 
and  elections were taken from the oﬃcial web page of the elections.c Results of the
 elections, which were needed to calculate the change between  and , were
taken from the Norwegian Centre for Research Data.d We then also recorded the percent-
age of the vote achieved by the party, and the diﬀerence between that percentage and the
previous year, in order to try and captures whether voters swung towards or away from
the party. Change in vote share is, of course, not identical to the amount of swing voters:
a party could, for example, gain and lose the same number of votes, which would mean
lots of swing voters but no visible aggregate change. However, we expect the amount of
swing voters and the amount of change to be correlated.
We also recorded several variables which allow us to apply our theoretically informed
corrections. First, we recorded whether each political party was ‘new’ or not at the time
of the election. Newness is a somewhat ambiguous category, as many of the parties which
surged to prominence in the  elections had existed for a long time as relatively minor
political forces. Many apparently new parties are also simply existing ones which have
been rebranded with a new name. Our aim with this variable was to capture the extent
to which the majority of the electorate was likely to recognise this party already. Hence
parties were listed as new not only if they did not compete at the previous election, but
also if they either had a diﬀerent name to that which they competed under in the previous
election, or scored less than % at the previous election. We made two exceptions to this
rule: themajor centre left and centre right parties in Italy both changed their names before
the  election; however, we did not record them as ‘new’ parties because they were the
major political forces in Italy at the time. Incumbency was a simpler variable to measure:
it simply records whether the party was an incumbent in the national government at the
time of the election, which would again likely change the extent to which they are visible
to the electorate. Incumbency and newness are related of course, as a party cannot be both
new and incumbent: it can however be neither new nor incumbent, hence it is useful to
have both variables.
Finally, we recorded the amount of times the party was mentioned in the print media
in the week immediately prior to the election. These numbers were calculated by con-
ducting a search for the party in the LexisNexis news media datasete in the largest oﬃcial
language of the country in question. This dataset is a large archive of material produced by
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print newspapers all over the world, which can act as a useful proxy of media attention to
an individual party. The number of search results returned was used as the number of me-
dia ‘mentions’ recorded (with onemention being one news article which contained at least
one reference to the party in question). This variable is of course not a perfect measure. In
particular, in many cases the exact search term to use in LexisNexis was not self-evident.
For example, the Christlich Demokratische Union in Germany is often referred to as the
CDU. In cases where more than one search term was potentially valid, we conducted the
search with all possible terms, and used the highest number which resulted. We did how-
ever avoid termswhich are also commonly usedwords, for example ‘greens’ as a shorthand
for the Green Party. A full list of search terms used is available in the Additional ﬁle .
3 Results
Our results section is divided into three parts. First, we look at the relationship between
Wikipedia traﬃc patterns around election time and overall electoral turnout. Then, we
develop a model to try and predict absolute vote share outcomes for diﬀerent political
parties. Finally, we look at whether such a model can be developed for changes in vote
share.
Wewill begin by looking at the relationship between overall levels of traﬃc to the general
political articles in diﬀerent language editions of Wikipedia and electoral turnout. These
articles oﬀer general information about the election, such as the date on which it will be
held. As we highlight in our theory section we expect that more people looking at this
page indicates that higher levels of people are interested in voting in the election, and are
seeking to inform themselves about the practicalities of voting.
Figure (a) shows the overall pattern of page views of the main Wikipedia article in the
EU Parliament elections around the election time in  in  diﬀerent language editions
ofWikipedia. Despite all the diﬀerences in the political settings of the associated countries,
some common patterns are evident from this diagram: a gradual increase can be observed,
starting about a month before the election date, followed by a large jump a few days before
the election and ﬁnally a decay after the results are announced. It seems that the vast
majority of information seeking about elections takes place in the few days before the
election itself. These data further justify a focus on page views in the week just before the
Figure 1 EU elections andWikipedia page views. (a) Page views of the general Wikipedia article on the
European Parliament elections over time and (b) relative change in these page views compared to change
relative change in turnout. The two outliers, Germany and Czech Republic are excluded from the trend line
in (b).
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election. From the inset of Figure (a), which shows the same data in logarithmic scale, we
observe that the absolute value of the decay rate in the post-event attention is larger than
the one of the pre-election build up phase (similar to observations in []). In other words,
interest in the event fades very quickly. The peaks of attention fall on diﬀerent days: we
attribute this to the fact that the EU election falls on diﬀerent days (and sometimes spans
multiple days) in diﬀerent countries.
If our theory about the reasons for online information seeking holds true, then the vol-
ume of attention in the build-up phase before the election should be an indicator of the
general level of interest in that election (in particular, whether people are considering a
vote at all), and therefore a predictor for the overall turnout in each country. Of course,
diﬀerent language editions ofWikipedia have very diﬀerent sized user bases, meaning that
the absolute level of attention to the general Wikipedia article is not likely to be of much
use as a predictor. Hencewe look instead at the relative change in page views to this general
Wikipedia article between the  and  European elections, and compare this to the
relative change in turnout between those two elections. Figure (b) plots the correlation
between these two values. The strength of the correlation (R = ., adjusted R = .,
p-value = .) is reasonable considering both the limitations of the data and the simplic-
ity of the model. If we remove two outlying points (the Czech Republic and Germany) the
correlation of R = . (adjusted R = ., p-value = .) improves considerably. This
shows some good initial support for our theory that general levels of interest in a politi-
cal event are proportional to general levels of readership on Wikipedia. However, we do
not have a good explanation for the diﬀerent dynamics which may have produced the two
outliers (the Czech Republic in particular does not seem to ﬁt the overall pattern).
We now move on to our main focus, which is predicting the performance of individual
parties in the two elections and ﬁve countries as described above. We focus again on page
views in the week before the election, this time to the Wikipedia page of the individual
party in question in the language edition relevant to that country. Again, as language edi-
tions of Wikipedia have diﬀerent volumes of traﬃc, we conduct another normalisation,
but this time to the sum of page views of all parties competing in the same country at the
same time. This can be thought of, in other words, as a party’s ‘share’ of Wikipedia traﬃc
for that election.
As we describe above, theoretically we do not expect much of a correlation between ab-
solute levels of Wikipedia traﬃc and absolute levels of vote share, and indeed in practice
we observe R = .. We explore the reasons for this in Figure , which shows the relative
levels of traﬃc each party achieved, separated for each country/election. We observe that
the ‘winner’ in terms ofWikipedia vote share is, of course, not the winner in terms of over-
all vote share, but is instead often a relatively small ‘anti-establishment’ party who ended
up doing surprisingly well. This is the case of, for example, the Front Nationale (FN) in
France in , the British National Party (BNP) in the UK in  and Podemos in Spain
in . This ﬁts in with some of the theory we described above: these parties were rela-
tively minor political forces at the time, and some were completely new, but they attracted
a lot of swing voters in those elections. Hence they were doubly likely to be favoured in
page view statistics: lots of voters were considering voting for them, and many of these
voters would have had little prior information about these parties.
As we highlight in our theoretical discussion, we expect several corrections to be nec-
essary toWikipedia view data in order for it to act as an eﬀective predictor. We will exam-
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Figure 2 Wikipedia page view statistics for different parties. Relative share of Wikipedia traﬃc for major
parties in ﬁve European countries the week before the 2009 and 2014 European parliament elections (for the
party names, see the list of abbreviations below).
ine ﬁrst of all the news media. Figure (a) shows the correlation between news mention
counts of political parties in the week before the election and the overall vote share. The
correlation is actually very high (R = ., adjusted R = ., p-value < .). As we
described above, news outlets tend to calibrate their coverage to the perceived importance
of political parties, hence this correlation is not surprising. However, it is notable that it
is also much stronger for the larger parties, whilst only moderate for the smaller parties
shown in the shaded area of the graph (R = ., adjusted R = ., p-value = .).
We have observed thatWikipedia seems to predict the successful emergence of new par-
ties very well and news media is a good indicator for the more established parties, we can
further deepen this observation by comparingWikipedia attention to news mentions. We
suggested above that the news media might drive traﬃc toWikipedia (which would make
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Figure 3 Attention andmedia effect. News media mentions compared to (a)Wikipedia page views and
(b) absolute level of vote share.
Wikipedia page views essentially epiphenomenal), or that it might also ‘replace’Wikipedia
(with more news mentions leading to less views). However, as we see in Figure (b), nei-
ther of these correlations can be observed. In Figure (b), parties are colour coded based
on their political history: green for new parties and red for incumbent parties (with parties
which were neither new or incumbent removed). We can see that there are two distinct
clusters on this graph: incumbent parties which are over-represented in the media and
under-represented in Wikipedia, and vice versa for new parties. This would suggest that
news media mentions should be corrected to account for incumbency, whilst Wikipedia
mentions are corrected to account for the newness of a party.
With these observations in hand,wewill nowmove on to amore systematic investigation
of the usefulness ofWikipedia page view data in predicting electoral outcomes.We divide
this investigation into two parts. First, we look at the use of page view data in predicting
absolute vote share outcomes for individual parties. Second, we look at the use of this
type of data in predicting changes in vote share outcomes when compared to previous
elections.
We will begin by looking at absolute vote share outcomes. As we highlighted above, we
theorise that increases in Wikipedia page view counts may indicate increasing numbers
of votes for a party, as voters who are considering a vote for that party may be informing
themselves about its policies; henceWikipedia data may be of use for predicting electoral
results. We test this contention with three analytical models reported in Table . These
models are linear OLS regressions looking at the relationship between voting outcomes
(measured as a percentage vote share from -) and predictors related to information
seeking behaviour, and were estimated in R.f The ﬁrst model, ., is a baseline model,
which looks simply at the relationship between the vote share outcome for a party in a Eu-
ropean election and its result in themost recent national election. This is an obvious, freely
available statistic which we would expected to provide a reasonable indication of future
electoral performance. A baseline model making use of this statistic allows us to explore
the extent to whichWikipedia parameters add useful new information when making pre-
dictions. Comparing a model based on Wikipedia data to this model therefore allows for
quite a strong test of its usefulness.
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β SE β SE β SE
Intercept 5.80∗∗∗ (1.16) 3.32 (1.68) 0.82 (1.94)
Previous national result 0.61∗∗∗ (0.06) 0.29∗∗ (0.09) 0.33∗∗∗ (0.09)
News 0.45∗∗∗ (0.10) 0.41∗∗∗ (0.10)
New party –0.73 (1.64) 1.26 (2.53)
Incumbency –6.75 (3.57) –4.91 (3.55)
News x incumbency 0.26 (0.15) 0.19 (0.15)
Wikipedia 0.18∗ (0.08)
New party x Wikipedia –0.15 (0.10)
R2 0.67 0.79 0.81
Adjusted R2 0.66 0.77 0.78
AIC 386.32 368.44 366.43
BIC 392.55 382.98 385.13
n 59 59 59
∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.
The second model, ., is another baseline model which, in addition to the past voting
results, contains all theoretically relevant parameters except those relating to Wikipedia.
In particular, it contains parameters for the relative share in the news items (measured
from -), a dichotomous indicator for whether the party is a new party, another for
whether it is an incumbent party (and we should highlight again that these two variables
do not measure the same thing, as a party can be neither new nor incumbent), and an
interaction eﬀect between the news count and the incumbency indicator. As we discussed
above, these terms are included in our full model primarily as a means of correcting the
Wikipedia variable. However, presenting them in a model without the Wikipedia terms
themselves allows us to specify the precise impact of Wikipedia itself on the predictive
power of the model. Models . and . serve as a basis for comparison for model .,
which is a full model containing an additional twoWikipedia relevant parameters: a main
eﬀect for the relative share in Wikipedia page views (again measured from -), and an
interaction eﬀect between Wikipedia views and status as a new party.
These models provide evidence for the idea that Wikipedia page view data is correlated
with vote share outcomes; however, the improvement in predictive accuracy is very mod-
est. We focus on adjusted R as a way of measuring this accuracy as it takes into account
not only the correlation between dependent and independent variables but also penalizes
models for having more terms which do not necessarily include more information. It is
thus a strong test of whether the addition of parameters increases the overall quality of
the model (we also consider the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Infor-
mation Criterion (BIC) as further ways of testing this). The overall R of these models is
comparatively high. However, when compared to model ., model . increases R by just
., which translates to an increase in adjusted R of ..While AIC is also reduced, the
BIC of model . is actually increased with respect tomodel . (albeit fractionally). Hence
overall whileWikipedia might technically be considered a predictor of absolute vote share
outcomes, it can oﬀer only a marginal improvement on baseline models.
As we are interested in enhancing the theory of online information seeking, it is also
worth discussing the coeﬃcients of individual indicators (here we focus on the results
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reported in model .). As we would expect based on Figure (a), the news coeﬃcient
is positive, statistically signiﬁcant in all models, and of a considerable size: for example,
gaining % of the news mentions would, on average, correlate with an increase in vote
share of around  percentage points. The term forWikipedia also points in the expected
direction is statistically signiﬁcant: more Wikipedia page views do seem to correlate with
more votes (% of the Wikipedia ‘page view share’ would correlate with around  per-
centage points more votes). As we also expected, the new party interaction reduces the
eﬀect of theWikipedia term considerably (though this term is not statistically signiﬁcant).
Hence it does indeed seem to be the case thatWikipedia page views overstate the potential
electoral impact of new parties.
In terms of our theoretical discussion, it is of course dangerous to draw conclusions
about micro-level behaviour on the basis of aggregate data. However, the results are con-
sistent with the idea that page views on Wikipedia are driven by the rational model of
information seeking we describe above: that is, people may be seeking information when
they are considering a vote, but disproportionately higher levels of information seeking
occur when parties are less well known. But not all of our theoretical suggestions were
supported: the results undermine the ‘viability’ thesis (that is, the idea that new parties
will attract a disproportionately small amount of information seeking as people do not
perceive them as a viable option and hence do not bother considering to vote for them).
As we highlighted above, we expectedWikipedia to oﬀer predictive power in the case of
swing voters rather than in the case of absolute vote share: and we already have descrip-
tive evidence that this is the case from Figure . Hence we will now move on to a second
set of analytical models which try and address this question, which are presented in Ta-
ble . Instead of trying to predict absolute amounts of vote share, these models try and
predict change, that is the amount by which a party’s vote share increases or decreases
compared to the last election (with new parties considered to have been at  votes in the
last election). This variable is measured from – to . As well as a new dependent
variable, these models also employ the change witnessed at the previous national election











β SE β SE β SE β SE
Intercept –0.02 (0.89) –0.43 (2.26) –5.75∗ (2.35) –5.67∗∗∗ (1.47)
Change in previous
national result
0.46∗∗ (0.14) 0.45∗∗ (0.14) 0.37∗∗ (0.13) 0.38∗∗ (0.12)
News –0.01 (0.11) –0.02 (0.10)
New party 2.52 (2.17) 5.08 (2.98) 4.78 (2.75)
Incumbency –3.30 (4.81) 0.81 (4.33)
News x incumbency 0.10 (0.20) 0.00 (0.18)
Wikipedia 0.37∗∗∗ (0.09) 0.36∗∗∗ (0.09)
New party x Wikipedia –0.26∗ (0.12) –0.24∗ (0.11)
R2 0.17 0.21 0.42 0.41
Adjusted R2 0.15 0.13 0.34 0.37
AIC 398.69 403.81 389.9 384.11
BIC 404.92 418.36 408.6 396.58
n 59 59 59 59
∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.
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as a baseline predictor (i.e., the diﬀerence between the vote share obtained in the previous
national election and the one before that), in order to provide a strong test of Wikipedia’s
usefulness. Apart from these diﬀerences, models .-. are identical to models .-..g
These models provide much better evidence for the potential usefulness of Wikipedia
page views. The full baseline model (.) performs relatively poorly, with an adjusted R of
just . (and indeed the model is worse than model ., which only uses the information
about outcomes in national elections). However, the fullmodel, ., performsmuch better,
with an adjusted R of . and much lower AIC and BIC. Hence when it comes to pre-
dicting relative change in vote share, Wikipedia seems to provide useful information. The
BIC of model . is actually higher than model ., which contains only the national elec-
tion indicator. However, this increase is related to the inclusion of parameters which were
brought in model . (especially those relating to news and incumbency). To demonstrate
this, we specify a ﬁnal model, ., which includes only the national vote change indicator
and the terms relevant to Wikipedia. This model has the highest adjusted R and lowest
AIC and BIC of all of the second set of models.
In terms of individual results, the coeﬃcient for the Wikipedia term is statistically sig-
niﬁcant, with parties which hold % of the Wikipedia share for a given country picking
up a . percentage point increase in votes. This provides further support for the thesis
that Wikipedia page views might be driven by people switching their vote from one party
to another, and hence a strong surge in page viewsmight indicate an increase in vote share
for the party in question. The new party interaction term is also statistically signiﬁcant,
and reduces this eﬀect considerably providing further evidence that Wikipedia page view
statistics are disproportionately biased towards new parties. These results reinforce the
theoretical remarks made about the ﬁrst set of models.
4 Discussion and conclusions
In this paper we have sought to develop theoretically informed methods for election pre-
diction based on information seeking behaviour onWikipedia, responding to existing cri-
tiques of predictions generated from new sources of socially generated data. We applied
these methods to a variety of diﬀerent European countries in the context of two diﬀer-
ent European elections. We have produced three main empirical ﬁndings. First, we have
shown that the relative change in the number of page views to the general Wikipedia page
on the election can oﬀer a reasonable estimation of the relative change in turnout for that
election at the country level. This supports the idea that increases in online information
seeking at election time are driven by voters who are considering voting in the election.
Second, we have shown that a theoretically informed model based on previous national
results,Wikipedia page views, newsmedia mentions, and basic information about the po-
litical party in question can oﬀer a good prediction of the overall vote share of the party
in question. However, the Wikipedia variable itself was of relatively minor importance in
this prediction. Third, we presented a model for predicting change in vote share (i.e., vot-
ers swinging towards and away from a party). We showed that Wikipedia page view data
provided for an important increase in predictive power in this context. We also showed,
however, that this relationship is exaggerated in the case of newer parties.
Based on this information, we also enhanced our theory of the sources of Wikipedia
traﬃc before election time. We have shown good evidence that newer parties which at-
tracted a lot of swing voters received disproportionately high levels of Wikipedia traﬃc.
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Our data is at an aggregate level therefore we cannot oﬀer ﬁrm conclusions about indi-
vidual behaviour: however, the data is consistent with the idea that voters do not seek in-
formation uniformly about all parties at election time. Rather, they behave like ‘cognitive
misers’, being more likely to seek information on new political parties with which they do
not have previous experience and being more likely to seek information only when they
are actually changing the way they vote. By contrast, there was no evidence of a ‘media
eﬀect’: there was little correlation between news media mentions and overall Wikipedia
traﬃc patterns. Indeed, the news media and Wikipedia appeared biased towards diﬀer-
ent things: with news favouring incumbent parties, whilst Wikipedia favoured new ones.
Furthermore, there was no evidence of a ‘viability’ eﬀect: voters did not appear to ignore
parties that had little realistic chance of gaining power.
It is worth concluding by reﬂecting on the limitations of the work. We focussed on EU
level elections: national elections may experience diﬀerent dynamics, and would also be
worth studying. Ourmeasure of swing voters (change in vote share when compared to the
previous year) is also imperfect, as votersmay of course swing both towards and away from
a party in an election.We focussed on relatively major political parties, whichmay explain
our negative ﬁndings in terms of the ‘viability’ thesis: all of our parties were viable, to
some extent. Furthermore, we do not knowmuch about the content of the news article we
measured: whether it was short or long, positive or negative. Such datawould undoubtedly
improve our understanding of the informational landscape surrounding parties at election
time. Likewise, we do not know to what extent Wikipedia page views really are driven by
voters, as opposed to other political actors such as journalists. Perhaps most importantly,
our theories concernmicro level behaviour, but our data is measured at an aggregate level,
which may mask micro level eﬀects. Future work could usefully address these concerns.
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Endnotes
a Other approaches such as socio-demographic and psychological approaches to voting oﬀer less clear expectations
about why people should seek information online.
b For example, the relevant page in the English version of Wikipedia for the 2009 EU Parliament elections is:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Parliament_election,_2009.
c Which can be found at http://www.results-elections2014.eu/.
d Which can be found at http://www.nsd.uib.no/.
e Which can be found at http://www.lexisnexis.co.uk/.
f Diagnostic tests for these models (Tukey tests for non-additivity plus lack of ﬁt tests for plots of Pearson residuals
and Breusch-Pagan tests for heteroscedasticity) showed that improved versions of models 1.1 and 1.2 could be
obtained by log transforming the dependent variable (vote share). These new models produced identical results to
the original models in terms of the direction and statistical signiﬁcance of eﬀects, hence the original models have
been reported to facilitate comparison and interpretation.
g Diagnostic tests for these models (Tukey tests for non-additivity plus lack of ﬁt tests for plots of Pearson residuals
and Breusch-Pagan tests for heteroscedasticity) showed that these models ﬁtted the data well.
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